Richmond Primary Readers

Level 1 | Pre-Starters

Mole at the Seaside

Callum the Caterpillar

Level 2 | Starters

Smellybear

The Magic Carpet

Level 3 | Pre-Movers

Teamwork

Ozzie and Summer Sun

Level 4 | Movers

Pedro’s Project

C.C. goes to India

The Christmas Mouse

Level 5 | Pre-Flyers

Mystery Island

Professor Wong and King Arthur

The Chat Room

Aladdin and other stories from the Arabian Nights

Level 6 | Flyers/KET

Footprints in the Forest

The Rock Pool

A Maori Story

Rubbish Rivals

Richmond Primary Readers

Go Up! is a dynamic three-level course for primary school children. It features English language learning through the engaging stories, songs, chants, games and hands-on activities. The topics, themes and activities are carefully selected to enable children to explore their worlds and experiment with an emphasis on social structural learning activities. All songs, stories and culture lessons are accompanied by fun videos and the focus on CLIL and relevant connections helps give children a broader learning experience.

English on the Go! is a brand new series for upper primary schools and private language schools. Using students at the centre of the learning process and developing subject knowledge as well as social and emotional skills. Students are consistently encouraged to work both in printed and digital pedagogical resources in an integrated manner, magnifying learning opportunities and fostering their autonomy. The variety applies active learning principles and gives teachers the tools they need to act as protagonists in their communities and in the 21st-century world.

Target A2 Key for Schools & Target B1 Preliminary for Schools prepare students for the “For Schools” Cambridge English Qualifications A2 Key and B1 Preliminary. Essential exam practice, tips and strategies are combined with fun, communicative activities, ensuring lessons are varied and engaging – and that students are ready for the exam!
Go Up! is a dynamic three-level course for primary school children. It teaches English language learning through a blend of listening, speaking, reading, and writing activities. The course is designed to increase children's social and emotional capabilities, and develop an awareness of their community and the world in which they live. The materials strive to make learning enjoyable and fun, fostering a love for learning and a desire to use English in daily life.

English on the Go! is a brand-new series for upper primary schools and private language schools. It is designed for students at the upper levels of language development. It focuses on developing critical thinking skills and allows students to work with both printed and digital pedagogical resources in an integrated manner, which helps to increase learning opportunities and fosters their autonomy. This series applies active learning principles and gives students the tools they need to act as protagonists in their communities and in the 21st-century world.

Target A2 Key for Schools & Target B1 Preliminary for Schools are preparatory courses for the A2 Key and B1 Preliminary Cambridge English Qualifications. Essential exam practice, tips, and strategies are combined with fun, communicative activities, ensuring lessons are varied and engaging - and that students are ready for the exam!
English on the Go! is a brand new series for upper primary schools and private language schools. The core activities at the heart of this learning process and development of skills as well as social and emotional skills. Students are constantly stimulated to work with both printed and digital pedagogical resources in an integrated manner, magnifying learning opportunities and fostering their autonomy. The series applies active learning principles and gives the students the tools they need to act as protagonists in their communities and the 21st-century world.

COMPONENTS & RESOURCES:
- Student’s Book
- Full-colour Workbook + Audio
- Study Space: Digital Interactive Activities
- Teacher’s Book + Audio CD
- Teacher’s Resource Material
- Digital Book
- Posters
- Richmond Learning Platform Junior
All Around

New Edition

Levels: 1 – 6

The topics, activities and resources in this new edition of All
Around provides comprehensive and carefully structured
language learning opportunities for children through a variety of
modern, visual resources and modern, creative projects.

Cool

Jungle
Fun

Marywanda, Justin Leitch

Levels: 3 – 6

With its eye-catching design and tongue-twisting rhymes and
rhyming lines, this fun and fresh way to learn English can
provide an exciting experience for young children.
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their curiosity and
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innovative approach to

and playful activities. The
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Orbit

Levels: 2

Most recent methodology proven to be effective in teaching
little ones English. The most recent methodology proven to
be effective in teaching little ones English.

Young

Achievers

Sweat-Fruit, Marvy Hohls and Julia Ren
don

Levels: 2 – 6

It’s time to go for a fun-packed, educational and enjoyable
experience that will leave young learners and teachers with
a strong foundation in a second language.

Compass

Levels: 3 – 12

Providing a unique blend of ISL and BSL methodologies and
standards, Companions iBSL introduces students to a
world of language learning that is both fun and engaging.

Pathway to

Science

Levels: 6 – 12

Pathway to Science is a course for primary aged kids that
combines interesting, age-appropriate topics with challenging
practice, games, songs and projects. It's a course for primary
aged kids that combines interesting, age-appropriate topics
with challenging practice, games, songs and projects.

TARGET

Cambridge

English: FIRST

Bous Breathwaite and Caroline Kurts

Target Cambridge First is an engaging course for young
students who are ready to take their language skills to the
next level. It provides a comprehensive introduction to
English grammar, spelling, and pronunciation, and helps
students develop their reading and writing skills.

Visual

Grammar

Jim Scrivener

Levels: 2 – 6

Visual Grammar is a fast-paced, eye-catching course for
students aged 5 – 11 which provides a strong foundation in
the target language and develops the language skills that
are needed for everyday communication.

Primary

Methodology

Handbook

Primary Methodology Handbook provides clear explanations
of key concepts in primary language teaching, such as
success and experienced teachers side.

 우선 텍스트의 경우를 변경하여 청소년 대상 영어 교육에 대한 내용을 추가했습니다.

Orbit

Kids Web

Fun Way

Jennifer Boswell and Tina Abu Baker

Levels: 3 – 6

Fun Way is a unique and engaging course for young
students aged 5 – 11 which provides a strong foundation in
the target language and develops the language skills that
are needed for everyday communication.

Young Achievers

Sweat-Fruit, Marvy Hohls and

Julia Renndon

Levels: 2 – 6

It’s time to go for a fun-packed, educational and enjoyable
experience that will leave young learners and teachers with
a strong foundation in a second language.

Newcomers

They

Associate

Pierluigi

Levels: 5 – 6

Newcomers is a six-level course for young adults which
combines interesting, age-appropriate topics with challenging
practice, games, songs and projects. It's a course for primary
aged kids that combines interesting, age-appropriate topics
with challenging practice, games, songs and projects.

Secondary

Achievers

Sweat-Fruit, Andrew Barlow, Lindsay Hand

Rebecca Lee Williams and Sarah Conway.

Levels: 6 – 12

Secondary Achievers is a six-level course for
students aged 11 – 15 which provides a strong foundation in
the target language and develops the language skills that
are needed for everyday communication.
All Around New Edition

Levels: 4 (A1) - 8 (B1)

The topics, narrative and exercises in this new edition are carefully chosen to engage children's imaginative minds. Reflective 'time for reflection' points are accompanied by a series of 'reflect and carry on' activities, stimulating projects and creative tasks.

Orbit

Levels: 3 (A1) - 6 (A2)

Orbit is a fast-paced, visually rich course for young learners. The original Orbit series has been expanded to explore the needs of today's young learners. The digital components offer lots of help for students, parents and teachers.

Kids' Web

Levels: 3 (A1) - 6 (A2)

Kids' Web is an exciting, comprehensive and fully integrated course of the latest methodologies proven to be effective in teaching the new English language standards.

Pathway to Science

Levels: 6 (A1) - 8 (B1)

Pathway to Science is a series of five books that provides an opportunity for children to develop their scientific knowledge and understanding in a fun and interesting way. The course is designed to develop learners' knowledge of the scientific language and skills required for their future academic achievements and career development.

Target Cambridge English: FIRST

Laura Barfield and Catherine Krutz

Target Cambridge English: FIRST is a series of two books that provides an opportunity for learners to develop their knowledge of the scientific language and skills required for their future academic achievements and career development.
All Around New Edition
Levels: 3

The topics, narrative and exercises in this new series of titles encourage readers to continually expand their knowledge of the English language, while remaining engaging, enjoyable, and relevant to everyday life.

Cool Kids

Cool Kids offers different learning styles to children through a variety of contexts and modern, real-life situations.

Orbit

Levels: 2

Bilingualism is a motivating, comprehensive approach that incorporates the most recent methodologies proven effective in teaching the English language.

Kids' Web

Levels: 3

Kids’ Web aims to shape children and activate their individuality. The aim of this course is for the possibility of learning to change their minds in a significant and entertaining way.

Fun Way

Levels: 3

Fun Way makes the built-in English learning experience accessible and easy to understand. With captivating visual presentations, the book allows students to comprehend and absorb new language concepts.

Pathway to Science

Levels: 4 (A1 - A2)

Pathway to Science is a course for primary students aged 14 upwards. It equips students with the tools and skills required for learning science as a subject and as a science study.

TARGET Cambridge English: FIRST

Bossa Bradford and Caroline Kruts

TARGET Cambridge English: FIRST is a fast-paced, six-level course for young adults starting their academic English journey.

Stopwatch

Silvia Brancato, Barbara Kamekawa and Kristina Kirilow

Levels Full Edition: 5 (A1 - A2)

Stopwatch is a six-level, eye-catching course for secondary students. The unique four-page (full edition) or three-page (split edition) structure allows students to test their language skills with each new chapter and effectively prepare themselves for any international language examination.

Sign Up to English

Sara Frost, Andrew Starling, Lindsay Eagles and Sarah Conway

Levels: Full Edition: 6 (B1 - B2)

Sign Up to English provides health, education, and career-related content for the development of personal awareness and confidence in the target language. It explores the progression of the student's life.

Tests

Cambridge English: First

Cambridge Handbooks

A series of academic English test practice books and handbooks for students preparing to sit for any international language examination.

Personal Best

Jon Scrivener

Levels Full Edition: 0 (A1 - A1+)

April 16

Personal Best is a level by level general English course for today's busy young adults who want to maximise their English language learning. This course will help students achieve the best in their English studies.

Visual Grammar

Elizabeth Klopp & Kids Roundabout

Levels: 2 (A1 - A2)

Visual Grammar is a step-by-step course teaching grammar to young adults and adults. This course comprehensively covers practical and academic grammar in an easy-to-follow and engaging manner.

Vocabulary Builder

Elizabeth Klopp & Kids Roundabout

Levels: 2 (A1 - A2)

Vocabulary Builder enables young adults to increase their vocabulary in a fun and engaging way. This course is ideal for students who want to improve their vocabulary in a fun and interactive way.

Lessons Learned

First Steps Towards Reflective Teaching

E.L. Clark

Lessons learned introduces ongoing development of teachers’ principles and practices associated with critical thinking, classroom decision-making, and the field of language instruction.

Primary Methodology Handbook

Primary Methodology Handbook provides clear explanations of key concepts in a way that is accessible to new and experienced teachers alike.
All Around New Edition

Levels: L2 - L3

The topics, features and activities in this new edition of All Around are carefully matched to the needs and interests of younger learners through a series of modern, real-life contexts. All Around provides a stimulating and enjoyable English learning experience for young children.

Cool Kids

Marcia Ferris, Jennifer Menzer, Adrian McCrory, Joanne McNaughton, Janie Paton-King, David Pellow, Gabriella Zapiain, Silvia Zapiain.

Levels: L3 - L4

Cool Kids offers different learning styles for modern, primary English learners. Unique, engaging activities, all of which have clear learning outcomes for students, enable children to learn while they enjoy. Cool Kids units are project-based and make a large contribution to whole-class teaching as well as supporting individuals.

Stopwatch

Suzanne Bonfils, Vicenta Giménez and Marta Calvo

Levels Full Edition: L3 - L5

Stopwatch is an exciting, eye-catching course for older children. Unique four-page (full edition or single) units are designed to provide a continuous flow of challenging and rewarding activities, which naturally bring together all four language skills.

All Round

Levels: L1 - L2

Bilingual Education

Bridges is an exciting, comprehensive, skills-based series that prepares the most recent 'language first' learners in English and Spanish. Bilingual Education provides children with a strong foundation. This, combined with a cross-curricular and interactive focus, guarantees primary children all the confidence they need.

Compass

Levels: L3 - L4

Compass B1 - B2

Bilingual Education

Compass presents a unique blend of English and Spanish methodologies and content. Learners become proficient in English, with challenging tasks that encourage awareness of their second language. The content is matched to the objectives of the course and is appropriate to their level.

Pathway to Science

Bosnia Krajina and Caroline Kratz

Target Cambridge English: FIRST

Bravo Berta and Caroline Kratz

Pathway to Science is a series that promotes awareness of all four language skills required for entry to Science Foundation. It introduces a range of science that are relevant to everyday life. The series is available in both full and split editions.

YOUNG LEARNERS

BILINGUAL EDUCATION
Go Up! is a dynamic three-level course for primary school children. It focuses on English language learning through varied and active resources like stories, songs, chants, games and hands-on activities. Life skills, topics and themes are explored with an emphasis on visual-structural learning and activities. All songs, chants and culture lessons are accompanied by fun rhythm and the focus on CLIL and themed connections helps give children a broader learning experience.

English on the Go! is a brand new series for upper primary schools and private language schools. The course is designed to meet the needs of learners with different levels of English language ability. It helps students to work with both printed and digital resources in an integrated manner, magnifying learning opportunities and fostering their autonomy. The series applies active learning principles and gives students the tools they need to act as protagonists in their communities and in the 21st-century world.

Target A2 Key for Schools & Target B1 Preliminary for Schools prepare students for the “For Schools” Cambridge English Qualifications A2 Key and B1 Preliminary. Essential exam practice, tips and strategies are combined with fun, communicative activities, ensuring learners are well-prepared – and that students are ready for the exam!